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Welcome

friday, July 20
9:15 PM  @ 
Sauble Beach

Festival Openings 2018

Thursday, July 26 
8 PM  @ 
Garafraxa Café

It’s a pleasure and an honour to live and work on Saugeen Ojibway Nation Territory, and in 
Saugeen First Nation and Durham particularly. When Adrian and I set out to plan the 2018 
Festival, we talked about community perspectives and deepening relationships. We found 
ourselves struggling with the time created by society at large, and the time experienced in 
our bodies and communities. We noticed how Nish time, rural time and Jamaican time 
intersected and conflicted with the compressed time of a digital age. Call it Beach Culture, 
call it biological temporality, call it humane.  All of us who have helped to put this festival 
together are hoping you’ll slow it down a little to watch some films, experience performances, 
and walk and roll with each other as 
we meander from venue to venue. 

Debbie Ebanks Schlums
Co-Artistic Director                       

Ahniin! Boozhoo! I would like to welcome this year’s Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film and festival 
participants to the traditional territory, since time immemorial, of the Saugeen Anishnaabek ex-
tending South from the tip of the Bruce Peninsula to Arthur and West from Nottawasaga River to 
the Maitland River System, just south of Goderich. The traditional waters around these lands in-
clude the lakebed of Lake Huron from the shore to the US border and the lakebed of Georgian 
Bay to the halfway point. Today this territory is represented by the Saugeen Ojibway Nation and 
comprised of two communities: the Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation and Saugeen 
First Nation. 

I am honoured to be part of this year’s festival in the capacity of Co-Artistic Director and help-
ing to bring forth programming that is a reflective, informative, and dynamic representation of 
the voices that make up the foundation of Turtle Island. Narratives, that are deeply woven into 
the land - that have historically been overlooked - are finding their way to the surface through 
media. Honouring the spirit of reconciliation, The Festival is recognizing the vastness and com-
plexity of these layers and going beyond the fringe to the very threads that are the fabric of
this land. 

On behalf of the Festival, I would like to extend our gratitude and appreciation to the following individuals 

and organizations for their continued support of the festival and its endeavors:

Saugeen First Nation Chief and Council

Canada Council for the Arts

Ontario Arts Council

Service Canada

The Municipality of West Grey

Participants in the Film Farm project: Sharon Isaacs, Kelsey Diamond, Jennifer Kewageshig, Ziibi Cameron

The Film Farm: Phil Hoffman, Terra Long and Gail Maurice

Shirley John, Elder

Pamela Hopwood, Publicity Co-ordinator

Programmers and Artists: Penny Couchie and Sidd Bob, Corinna Ghaznavi, Rebeka Tabobondung, Jaclyn 

Quaresma and Elijan Lin, Caroline Klimek, 2017 Festival Summer Student Natalie Root and Saugeen First Nation 

Youth, Skawennati, Interference Ensemble led by Tony Massett and Geoffrey Shea, Phil Hoffman, 

and all the filmmakers

Michelle Gay: Design

Kelsey Diamond: Photographer

Lisa Sammut: Food Coordinator

Laura Blaney: Volunteer Coordinator

Clayton Windatt: Moderator and Technician

All of our partners who have helped us along the way, including Akimbo, the Garafraxa Café, Glencolton Farm, 

West Grey Library, Durham Arena, BWDSB, SCVA, South Grey Museum, and many more.

We look forward to unravelling the threads and finding meaning and connections at this year’s festival. 

Chii Miigwetch

Adrian Kahgee
Co-Artistic Director

Saugeen Ojibway Nation Traditional Territory*



Festival at a Glance
Friday, July 20
Saugeen Opening with Shirley John, Elder
@ Sauble Beach near Red Road Café
9:15 pm It Takes a Community
  Programmer: Adrian Kahgee
  free

Saturday, July 21

6:30 pm Community Feast
  and New Media Encounters
@ James Mason Memorial Culture & Rec Centre
Programmer: Caroline Klimek

9:30 pm Live Performance: 
  Serpent People
  By Aanmitaagzi
  @ Saugeen First Nation    
  Amphitheatre
  free

Thursday, July 26

8 pm  Durham Opening Night
  @ Garafraxa Café

9:30 pm It’s 2018 
  (and other calendar years)
  @ Durham Conservation Area, 
  Durham Road
  Programmer: Rebeka Tabobondung

Friday, July 27

10 am – 2 pm 
  New Media Encounters
  @ West Grey Library, Durham
  Programmer: Caroline Klimek
  free

2:30 pm Pub Talk 
  @ Garafraxa Café

4:00 pm It Takes a Community
  @ Garafraxa Café
  Programmer: Adrian Kahgee

7 pm  ‘Dinner & Movies @ Glencolton’
  Licensed event, $15 or films only $5

  Installation: Speaking Fruit 
     Farrah Miranda
  Programmer: Rebeka Tabobondung

Followed by @ 9:30 pm 
  All Fall Down by Phil Hoffman
  Programmers: Adrian Kahgee & Debbie Ebanks

Followed by 
  Fireside Chat
  With Filmmakers and Programmers
  Moderated by Clayton Windatt 

Saturday, July 28
11 am – 2 pm
  New Media Encounters
  @ West Grey Library, Durham
  Programmer: Caroline Klimek
  free

1 pm  This is (Not) a True Story*
  @ Spruceridge School
  *Children’s Program; suitable for all audiences
  Programmers: Jaclyn Quaresma and Elijah Lin

3 pm  Pub Talk
  @ Garafraxa Café

4 pm  Parade: The Journey
  by Interference Ensemble
  @ Durham Arena
  Programmer: Debbie Ebanks
  free

6:30 pm ‘Dinner and Movies
   @ Durham Arena’
  Licensed event, $15 or films only $5

  Words Before All Else, 
  Parts 1, 2, and 3
  by Skawennati
  ** Premiere of Parts 2 & 3**
  commissioned by The Festival

Followed by @ 8pm
  North @ Durham Arena
  Programmer: Corinna Ghaznavi

Followed by 
  Champagne & Celebration
  @ Durham Arena

Sunday, July 29

1 pm   Motel by Jesse McCracken
  @ Garafraxa Café 
  Co-presented by 
  South Grey Museum
  

Festival Pass $35, most individual events $5

Friday, July 27th

‘Dinner & Movies @ Glencolton’
is a Licensed Event
Meal + Films $15.00 ... films only - $5 
Organic Pizza & Salads
Beverages available for purchase

Saturday, July 28th

‘Dinner & Movies @ Durham Arena’ 
is a Licensed Event
Meal + Films $15.00 ... films only - $5 
Beverages available for purchase

Speaking Fruit
by Farrah Miranda
Curated by Rebeka Tabobondung
7 pm

The public art project Speaking Fruit began with Farrah Miranda posing a single question to migrant farmworkers in 

Southern Ontario: “If the fruits you grow and pick could speak from dinner tables, refrigerators and grocery aisles, 

what would you want them to say?” With vibrant produce, virtual reality, performance and soundscape, the fruit 

stand shares stories and builds alliances between movements for food justice, racial justice and labour justice. Mes-

sages from migrant workers are distributed to the public through the travelling fruit stand, and specially designed 

produce packaging encourages produce consumers to respond to messages from migrant farmworkers using the 

hashtag #SpeakingFruit.

All Fall Down
By Phil Hoffman
2009, 94 min, Canada
Programmed by Adrian Kahgee and Debbie Ebanks Schlums 
9:30 pm 
followed by Fireside Chat moderated by Clayton Windatt

Phil Hoffman is one of founders of the Fabulous Festival 

of Fringe Film and an internationally renowned, award-

winning experimental filmmaker. In 2009, All Fall Down 

premiered at the Berlin International Film Festival and 

counts as one of his notable achievements contributing 

toward the Canada Council for the Arts’ 2016 Governor 

General’s Award in Visual Arts and Media. All Fall Down 

is a poetic film about this area – SON territory/Grey-Bruce 

– and an exploratory look at his own participation in the 

colonial gaze. A cameo of the revolutionary raw milk 

farmer, Michael Schmidt from Glencolton Farm, shows him 

contemplating about the land he farms in relation to its 

history. In a sense, the film is uneasily at home here.

 

All Fall Down is, in part, a personal exploration of Indigenous resistance to British Imperialism through the historical 

figure of Nahnebahwequay (Catherine Sutton), and through the lens of his own family - Janine Marchessault, who 

co-wrote the film, and his step-daughter. Nahnebahwequay’s contribution to land rights activism in the late 19th 

century forms a parallel story to the futile attempts of the English father of Phil’s step-daughter to emigrate and stay 

in Canada, and to Hoffman’s ownership of a century farm. Together, the visual rhythms made by the film reel, the 

archeological relics and archival notes, the intermittent sequencing of phone messages, track time spanning de-

cades of filming and centuries of history. The mercurial narrative sidesteps linear time, looping around episodes of 

imminent crises due to mental illness, recalled memories, and ancestral presence. 

 

Released a decade before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Hoffman subtly questions how guests on Indig-

enous land, himself included, have come here to live. The film’s political-historical observations should feel like an 

anachronism today. Instead - watching the film now - both the government and the average newish-to-this-land 

citizen - are just coming to terms with what it means to reside here. The lack of political progress regarding the Calls 

to Action, the effects and affects of migration, the struggles with the legal system, the impact of all of this on mental 

health and on future generations, are some of the pressing contemporary issues resonating today in All Fall Down. 

 

After the film, we invite you to join our fireside chat and continue the conversation the film has started. 

Speaking Fruit
INSTALLATION

All Fall Down
FEATURE FILM

&

Friday July 27
‘Dinner & Movies @ Glencolton’ - $15
Organic Pizza & Salads, Licenced.
Beverages available for purchase.
Films only - $5

Both included with festival pass



Community is what grounds and 

connects us. It gives a sense of pur-

pose and belonging. It holds sacred 

and secure the communal stories 

and truths that form our cultural 

identity. It celebrates who we are 

collectively as a people. In Anish-

naabek culture it is understood that 

everyone is born with a purpose and 

your community helps you find this 

purpose and supports you in the pro-

cess. Anishnaabek oral traditions are 

full of examples of finding one’s pur-

pose whether it be a muskrat diving 

to the depths to return with earth in 

his  tiny paws or Nanabozho placing 

thorns on the most beautiful flower, 

the rose. It Takes a Community is a 

film program that is deeply rooted in the sense of community as it applies to us personally, locally, culturally and 

environmentally. At the core of community are our youth and elders, intrinsically entwined as knowledge keepers, 

teachers, students, stewards and voices of the future. Through this program of community-driven and youth devel-

oped films, we celebrate this relationship of community and purpose.

In this selection of youth-made films, we gathered a group of young people to curate part of this program.  The following eight film de-

scriptions are written by Natalie Root, who worked as the Festival’s summer student last year:

DRIVING FORWARD by Edmond Collin
The narrative in “Driving forward” by Edmond Collins really sparked my attention and left me wanting to know 

more. Edmond gave me a real feel for what the main character was going through when showing both past and 

present events. In this short film the scenery and sound effects were used really well.

MALSEM by Jesse Martin    
In the film, “Malsem” by Jesse Martin the sound and visual effects were used 

really well and added to the film overall. I thought this film was funny and liked 

that it had a scary vibe and was quite intriguing and not so frightening at the 

same time. I also liked the fact that in this particular video, the film was created 

by a youth and starred youth that had different spunky personalities. 

MY FATHERS TOOLS by Heather Condo
I chose the short film “My Fathers Tools” by Heather Condo because I 

thought this film was really interesting.  I liked how it showed the audience his 

different techniques and how each individual piece of the basket is hand 

carved and made. Watching this short film made me appreciate the art of 

hand woven baskets.

Saugeen Opening 

Programmer: Adrian Kahgee with Saugeen Youth

Friday July 20, 2018 @ 9:15 pm 
Sauble Beach near Red Road Café

with Shirley John, Elder
It Takes a Community

It Takes a Community
and

Suitable for all ages
Program approximately 90 minutes.

WHEN I WAS YOUNG by Dawnae Francois
In the short film of, “When I was young”, two elders from the community of 

Pelican Narrows, reminisce about the challenges they faced and the good 

times they had while they were young children growing up. During the video, 

their grandchildren surrounded both elders while they were telling their indi-

vidual upbringing stories. 

DON’T BE AFRAID TO HIT THE ICE by Shayden Decoursay
In the short inspiring film of “Don’t be afraid to hit the ice”, Shayden Decour-

say is an ambitious hockey player who thrives at what she does. She started play-

ing hockey at 3 years old and was inspired to pursue the sport by her father. She 

hopes for all of the young indigenous girls and women that it’s okay to join an all 

male team and to not be afraid just because of their gender. Shayden notes that 

it’s important to have the full experience of what it’s like to be part of the team.

INDIAN GIRLS by Equipe du Wapikoni Mobile
In this short film, there are the different ages of beautiful indigenous women 

portrayed. During the film the women and girls are getting ready in their rega-

lia for the Pow-Wow, they later dance in the film and are seen having a good 

time during the Pow-Wow ceremony. They all wear vibrant colours and wear 

unique styles of regalia on the pow-wow grounds.

TRADITIONAL HEALING by Raymond Caplin
In the short film “Traditional Healing”, a young girl is seen wandering a decay-

ing forest. When she starts dancing to the traditional song, the ground under-

neath her starts growing and soon becomes a beautiful forest once again. 

The traditional dancing healed the forest. 

THE GIRL BEHIND THE CAMERA by Sarah McPherson
In the short film of “The girl behind the camera”, Sarah McPherson, who is a 

portrait photographer, starts her beauty series of girls that are not big models 

in the beauty industry. One of the girls feels insecure about the whole shoot 

but afterwards; when Sarah shows the girl her pictures it make her feel better 

about herself. I like the fact that Sarah doesn’t edit her photos and the girls’ 

still end up loving their portraits.

SAUGEEN TAKES ON FILM by Saugeen First Nation Community Members
From petroglyphs depicting ceremony to the regalia of a shawl dancer, since time immemorial, the Anishnaabek 

have always been a creative and visually expressive culture. Saugeen Takes on Film is a pilot project between com-

munity members of Saugeen First Nation, the Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film and The Film Farm. The concept behind 

the project was to bring together cultural artisans from the community to express their practice using 16mm film. 

As with any art form, the process is the most valuable experience as workshop organizers and participants shared 

knowledge and expertise about their respective practices from local plant knowledge to the processing of film with 

flowers. The results of this workshop are in the three films that will be made in June and presented in this program.

WALKING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF OUR ANCESTORS by Sage & Sea Co.
Nibi is the essence of life. This is an absolute truth to all life on Turtle Island and the message that resonates through-

out the documentary Walking in the Footsteps of Our Ancestors produced by Sage & Sea Co. This documentary fol-

lows the Saugeen Ojibway Nation Water Walk from May 22, 2017 to June 2, 2017 in effort to raise awareness around 

the issues facing water degradation locally and worldwide. The walk meets up with Anishinaabe Elder from Mani-

toulin Island, Josephine Mandamin, who has been conducting Nibi Walks around the Great Lakes since 2003. 

Program continued

  Photo Credit. Allison Ladd         



New Media Encounters

Programmer: Caroline Klimek

New Media Encounters
Program continued

BLUEBERRY PIE UNDER A MARTIAN SKY
Scott Benesiinaabandan
Canada 2017
5 minutes
Bringing to life a prophetic Anishinaabe legend about a young boy 
who travels through a wormhole back to his people’s place of origin, 
Blueberry Pie Under the Martian Sky also addresses concerns about the 
revitalization, growth and evolution of the Anishinaabe language.

THE HUNT
Danis Goulet
Canada 2017
6 minutes
The Hunt imagines a postwar North America in 2167 that lies in ruin, 
where the law is enforced by a fleet of automated orbs that patrol the 
skies. When an orb interferes with a man and his son on a goose hunt 
on sovereign Mohawk territory, it forces an altercation.

HIGHWAY OF TEARS
Lisa Jackson
Canada 
2016
4 minutes
Ramona Wilson was 16 years old when she left her home in Smithers, 
British Columbia on June 11th, 1994. Her body was discovered eight 
months later, but her killer has never been found. In September, 2016 
the Canadian government officially launched an inquiry into Cana-
da’s missing and murdered indigenous women. In this immersive docu-
mentary, Ramona’s mother, Matilda, shares her story of personal loss 
and ongoing search for answers.

A TRIBE CALLED RED: INDIAN CITY 360
Jon Riera
2017
4 minutes
Remix a Tribe Called Red track using only your eyes! Filmed at Toronto’s 
Fort York, this interactive video from the acclaimed Indigenous DJ 
collective uses gradient audio to mix traditional and contemporary 
sounds, and features a throwdown between hip-hop and pow wow 
dancers. 

POLARMAN
Ryan Oliver
2017
4 minutes
When he was young, Derek Emmons was bullied. One day, he put 
on a Lone Ranger mask… and found his true self. Meet Polarman, a 
masked crusader for everyday justice, who spent years walking the 
streets of Iqaluit, shovelling walks, mediating playground fights and 
spreading his anti-bullying message. In a piece that combines 360° 
scenes of Iqaluit with comic-book style animation by top Canadian 
comic artists, Polarman tells us his origin story, sharing his influences and 
his goals for a more compassionate world.

With this new media programme I wanted to show the variety of genres and topics that can be covered with new 

mediums. Music videos, documentaries, cartoons and science fiction are all represented within this programme. 

Also represented are some of the important Indigenous artists and VR companies currently working with virtual re-

ality. I am bringing to Durham and Saugeen First Nation artists that should be known and projects that need to be 

seen. These projects will take you out of your comfort zone and immerse you in a different world. 

THE WORLD IN TEN BLOCKS
Marc Serpa Franceour and Robinder Uppal 
2017
With half its population born outside of Canada, Toronto is probably the world’s most diverse city. The World in Ten Blocks is set 
in Bloorcourt, a stretch of Bloor Street in downtown Toronto where immigrant-owned small businesses are the heart and soul 
of the neighbourhood. At the core of this interactive web documentary are a dozen immigrant small business owners, whose 
stories reveal both the challenges and rewards of immigration and entrepreneurship.

Virtual Reality Projects

Interactive Documentary
Saturday, July 21, 6:30 pm @ James Mason Culture & Rec Centre
Friday, July 27, 10 am- 2pm @ West Grey Library, Durham
Saturday July 28, 11 am- 2pm @ West Grey Library, Durham



Serpent People

By: Aanmitaagzi  
directed by Penny Couchie and Sid Bobb

 

Saturday, July 21, 2018, 9:30 pm @ Saugeen First Nation Amphitheatre

LIVE PERFORMANCE

Serpent People is an interactive community-engaged live theatre performance with installation components. It is a 

part of Aanmitaagzi’s multi-year, multi-platform project involving workshops, intensives, site-specific art events and 

performances around historic Indigenous serpent stories and figures. Grounded in the historic Anishinaabe story of 

the Black Sturgeon, Serpent People gathers, reflects, and expresses stories and imaginings about the human condi-

tion. What are we consuming that gives us power? What are we consuming that is toxic? What has taken us away 

from ourselves and the essence of who we are? What would it take to transform us, and what transformations have 

we already undergone in our lives? Serpent People investigates these questions and explores our ability for self-rec-

lamation and to transform for the positive. 

The thematic catalyst of Serpent People is an historic Anishinaabe story from Lake Nipissing, told by company mem-

ber and Indigenous knowledge keeper, Perry Mcleod-Shabogeesic. This story, The Black Sturgeon of the Manitous, 

is a critical reflection on themes of water, familial loss, transformation, and serpents. It is a powerful story asking us 

to look at and consider very fundamental questions. The serpent, a shape shifter and realm crosser, asks us to look 

at where are we? Where have we come from? Where are we heading? What threatens our well-being? The snake 

lays closest to the earth. What is our relationship to water and earth? What do you see when you look in the water? 

What have we taken in that has transformed the nature of who we are? What do we shed and what do we carry 

forward? Springing forth from the Nipissing Anishinaabe cultural mandate of a critical self, familial and national re-

flection, Serpent People provides a platform to investigate what is in our hearts and minds as we unpack our history 

in relation to our present context and prepare to chart our individual and collective way forward. 

Process
We have developed a process of resting our investigation and art creation on historic Indigenous stories from our 

Indigenous artists’ and communities’ respective areas. As is the custom, we consider, explore and engage with 

the questions inherent within the stories. Through collaborative installation, performance and art-making, we then 

weave our individual and collective stories and imaginings in and around those historic stories. Inspired by the 

theme and medicine of snakes and serpents, moving and lying close to the earth, we have been focussing on our 

intimate and direct relationship with the material we use for our art making. With community, we have harvested 

maple syrup, birch bark, spruce roots. We have harvested and processed beaver, deer and moose - butchering, 

skinning, scraping and stretching their hides. We have had ceremony and feasted together. The result is an exciting, 

historically rooted and engaging process, dialogue and aesthetic. 

Historic Indigenous Forms of Knowledge
Aanmitaagzi, Anishinaabemowin for He / She speaks, lies at the center of our shared goals. The Aanmitaagzi artist 

team is a diverse mix of contemporary and customary / traditional artists, multi-artists, elders and knowledge keep-

ers. Aanmitaagzi carries forward the practice of a familial community based art making and Indigenous knowl-

edge transference practice of the Sto:lo and Anishinaabe. Our art, stories, and knowledge were and are created 

by, for and about individuals, family and community in a multigenerational context. Our artists are active in our 

historic arts and cultural practices and serve many sectors and institutions as cultural resources/consultants. Aanmi-

taagzi activities are carried out in a meaningful, land based, community focused and culturally relevant manner 

following Indigenous laws, customs and practices.

Our Vision & Values:
 • We acknowledge our right to self-representation and determination

 • We create art that is unique geographically and culturally, impacting communities in a powerful and  

  meaningful way. 

 • We recover, continue, share, and celebrate, our culture engaging all ages in intergenerational 

  collaboration. 

 • Our actions happen both indoors and outdoors in a manner responsive to seasons and site-specific  

  engagement. 

 • We encourage collaborative exchange, imagining and creating the community in which we all want  

  to live. 

 • We are rooted in collaboration, tradition and exploration, celebrating best practices

 • We respect and nurtures artistic skills, abilities and expertise while welcoming all abilities, experience,  

  confidence levels and interests.

Program continued

Engage with the installation and performance!

Serpent People

Photos by Liz Lott Photography.



School-aged Elijah and adult-aged Jaclyn are co-curating a program for the Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film togeth-

er. Through their cross-generational collaboration, they have been discussing a phrase used in the schoolyard: “the 

real truth.” This phrase looms in the shadow of our post-truth era and implies that truth is something sticky and pliable 

that happens in degrees, possibly ranging from fake to real. 

 

The films in this program blur fact with fiction through narrative or style.  Sometimes this blurring is employed as a 

strategy to shed light on a more significant truth and other times does so as a humorous ploy or gag. Some of the 

films use compilations of the “real” to create a fiction or stylistically expose their own fiction. 

This program is inspired by this moment! We are in an era where non-Indigenous communities across Turtle Island are beginning 

to locate themselves within the rich history of the land by resetting relationships. In Canada, the Truth and Reconciliation Com-

mission (TRC) has challenged all of us with Calls to Action to create systemic change by recalling our “true” history and making 

space for Indigenous Peoples to reassert their cultures. I wonder how Canadians and Indigenous Peoples will reset the relation-

ship? Is it even possible when our values and experiences appear so far apart?  

As an Indigenous programmer, media producer, and filmmaker I’ve dedicated my life to Indigenous storytelling and filmmak-

ing practice because I believe without our stories, we cease to exist. Colonization silenced our stories and culture to make way 

for settler colonialism and a great deal of damage was done to our communities and to the land. In this light, Indigenous film-

making has contributed to our cultural survival and I am excited to share some Indigenous ‘classics’ and new works with you! 

It’s 2018! (According to the Gregorian calendar that is) For the Anishinabek, we follow the lunar calendar and July is known as 

MSKOMINI GIIZIS, RASPBERRY MOON. Whatever calendar we may follow it’s definitely time for an Indigenous lens on storytelling 

- this one includes humour, language, song, and art as devices to bring us closer to the land and knowing each other. 

Beginning with  “Gaa-ondinang dakawaanowed Makwa” or

 “How the Bear Got A Short Tail,” narrated by elder Anna Gibbs entirely in 

Anishinaabemowin, the language of the Ojibwe people, tells a story about gifts 

of the Creator and gives a lesson in humility. Babakiueria is an honest satirical 

take on race relations in Australia from the 1980s that speaks to the shared experi-

ences of culture clashes and colonialism across the common wealth. A very clever 

role reversal study of the historically inaccurate “plight” of Australian Aborigines in 

modern Anglo-Saxon society. Indigenous “whities” are being persecuted by racist 

black people who invaded the fictitious country of BabaKiueria. Politically incorrect and inconvenient facts about infant mor-

tality rates are ignored by a “reporter” who lives with a typical white family in a white “ghetto” for six months.

The Ballad of Crowfoot Directed by Mi’kmaq singer, songwriter, and politician Willie Dunn in 1968 examines the situation of 

Indigenous Peoples in North America through the figure of Crowfoot, the legendary 

19th-century Blackfoot leader of the Plains. Noted as the first Canadian music video 

ever made, the rapid montage of archival photos, etchings and contemporary news-

paper clippings brings the settler story to Turtle Island.  Directed by Anishinabek art-

ist and visionary Bonnie Devine in 2002, Rooster Rock - The Story of Serpent River is 

about the 1953 uranium discovery just across the waters on the northern shores of Lake 

Huron which lays in the middle of Bonnie’s 

uncle’s trap line and in the heart of a sa-

cred mountain. We still live in a nuclear age 

along the shores of Georgian Bay and tradi-

tional Indigenous lands, our engagement with this deadly energy are far from over.  

In Totem directed by Travis Shilling, a bird’s life is honoured in this delicate expression 

of remembrance, gratitude, and acknowledgement of the man made walls that 

serve to separate us.

It’s 2018!

Program by Rebeka Tabobondung

Thursday, July 26, 2018, 9:30 pm @ Durham Conservation Area, Durham Road
(and other calendar years)

Suitable for all ages

This is (Not) a True Story 

Program by without a name (aka Jaclyn Quaresma and Elijah Lin) 

Saturday, July 28, 2018, 1 pm @ Spruceridge School

BIG MOUTH
Andrea Dorfman
2012  8:19  Canada
Trudy is equal parts truthful and rude. Events force her to question what it 
means to speak the truth, and understand how our differences make us 
unique.  

TRIANGLE TRADE
Jérôme Havre, Cauleen Smith, Camille Turner
2017  4:13  Canada and USA
Three puppet avatars, moving according to the artists’ bodies, navi-
gate distinct worlds and reflect on blackness as a state of becoming 
into multiple futures and histories

HOW DINOSAURS LEARNED TO FLY
Munro Ferguson
1995   6:00   Canada
The dinosaurs were headed for trouble. They ate nothing but junk food. 
They never brushed their teeth. They stayed up all night. And though 
they loved jumping off cliffs, they didn’t like the landings much.

CHILDREN’S PROGRAM: SUITABLE FOR ALL AUDIENCES

GAA-ONDINANG DAKWAANOWED MAKWA/ How the Bear Got a Short Tail
Directed by Elizabeth Day, written by Anna Gibbs, produced by Heidi E. Erdrich for 
Wiigwaas Press/Birchbark House. Animated by Jonathan Thunder. 2015. 10 min

BABAKIUERIA
Director: Don Featherstone, Australia, 1986, 30 min
Writer: Geoffrey Atherden (screenplay); Stars: Michelle Torres,  Bob Maza, Kevin Smith 

THE BALLAD OF CROWFOOT, Willie Dunn. 1968, 10 min

ROOSTER ROCK - THE STORY OF SERPENT RIVER, Bonnie Devine. 2002. 32min

TOTEM, Travis Shilling. 2013. 3:37min



THREE THOUSAND 
Asinnajaq
2018  14:00  Canada  
In this short film, Inuk artist Asinnajaq plunges us into a sublime imaginary 
universe of luminescent, archive-inspired cinema that recast the present, 
past and future of her people in a radiant new light.

THE VISIT
Lisa Jackson, 
2009 3:47  Canada
The true story of a Cree family’s strange visit one night, and a conversa-
tion beyond words.

TRACKING SASQUATCH (FIELD REPORT #1)
Christina Battle
2010   5:00 
TRACKING SASQUATCH (FIELD REPORT #3)
2014   1:27
The short works exploit narrative structures and techniques that are often 
used to situate documentations of Sasquatch sightings as truthful.

RESURGO!
Amanda Dawn Christie
2016 10:29  Canada
This docufantasia blends original footage with found footage to craft an 
incomplete and mostly false history of the city of Moncton using mythical 
and historical narratives from the English, Acadian and Mi’kmaq 
communities.

DO GOOD
Alison S.M Kobayashi
2009 10:38 Canada
 “I came across videos of my sister and I in Brownie and Girl Guide cer-
emonies. It made me want to DO GOOD. It made me want to invite 
others to DO GOOD too. Five Brownies created new badges. Each 
Brownie made a video that explained what was required to earn her 
badge. You are invited to participate in DO GOOD.” 
- Alison S.M Kobayashi 

GIT GOB
Philip Eddolls
2009  1:36  Canada
In this animated short from the Hothouse 5 series, two creatures wonder, 
What is a hole? Their debate leads to an idea that changes the world.

CAVE SMALL CAVE BIG
Joële  Walinga
2017  11:00  Canada
This film is written by five-year-olds Madeline Harker and Adelaide 
Schwartz. The characters cope with the transience of ownership and 
grapple with ideas about possession and loss.

This is (Not) a True Story 

Program by without a name (aka Jaclyn Quaresma and Elijah Lin) 

Saturday, July 28, 2018, 1 pm @ Spruceridge School
CHILDREN’S PROGRAM: SUITABLE FOR ALL AUDIENCES

Parade: The Journey
By Interference Ensemble

Saturday, July 28, 2018, 4pm – 6pm @ Durham Arena

Piggy-backing off their grand success at last year’s 

festival, Interference Ensemble - led by artists Geoffrey 

Shea and Tony Massett - embarked upon a year-long 

journey re-interpreting community parades within the 

context of changing demographics in the rural social 

landscape. In the process, they are creating parades 

for the 21st century – transforming a familiar custom 

by re-centring the public and collective experience of 

community within individual narratives. 

In Parade: The Journey, the third installment in a series 

of parade-themed video performances, the proces-

sion veers off main street and takes us out of a solely 

public experience. We peek into the private lives of 

people in the community; people the artists have 

developed relationships with and who have become 

a part of their own personal narratives. Each screen 

shows characters traveling through neighbourhoods and even through living rooms. They march along, playing their 

musical instruments while experiencing some of life’s narratives en route, before finally arriving at the arena. These in-

dividual journeys are projected onto a three-screen video installation which incorporates elements of the live perfor-

mance. The projection is looped every 40 minutes. 

The foregrounding of the hyperlocal context involves a changing set of community members and geographical lo-

cations well-known to locals. Outsiders may experience the multimedia abstract performances as spectacles in and 

of themselves, but it’s the people living here in Durham and surroundings that can nod knowingly at Interference En-

semble’s familiar yet odd vignettes 

of life in this rural town.  

Geoffrey Shea and Tony Masset 

reside in Durham, Ontario. Together 

they create live performance events 

that take the viewers to unusual 

locations and incorporate disparate 

media. Recent projects have includ-

ed a video performance staged on 

the side of a country road dealing 

with rural video surveillance, and an 

interpretation of the daughters of 

King Lear staged in a hockey arena.

www.interferenceensemble.ca

40 min looped video Installation with live performance. 
Viewers may come and go to experience the installation.

Program continued



Words Before All Else 
Parts 1, 2, and 3

By Skawennati

Saturday, July 28, 2018, 6:30 pm @ Durham Arena
** PREMIERE OF PARTS 2 & 3 **

Skawennati (TimeTraveller™, She Falls for Ages) is a multi-media artist who makes movies in the virtual world, Second 

Life. This experimental technique is known as machinima (“machine” + “cinema”). In this program, we present three 

short movies in a new ongoing series which, when complete, will be a cybernetic translation of the Haudenosaunee 

Thanksgiving Address. Known in the Mohawk language as “ohen:ton karihwatehkwen” (meaning “words before 

all else”),  this ancient oral tradition thanks, over multiple verses,  all the natural world. It is spoken before impor-

tant ceremonies and social gatherings, acknowledging the complex relationships human beings share with the 

planet and universe. Last year Skawennati produced Words Before All Else Part 1, in which her avatar gives thanks, 

in Kanien’kéha, French, and English, for the People. This year, the Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film commissioned 

Skawennati to make Parts 2 and 3, which thank Mother Earth and the Waters.  Words Before All Else, when uttered in 

and through a virtual world, can be viewed as a proposition – or even a reminder - that words heal by connecting 

and percolating through all parts of life to imagine a new reality.  

 “Words Before All Else Parts 2 & 3” is commissioned by the Fabulous 

Festival of Fringe Film. The Festival thanks Skawennati for this work and 

Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace (AbTeC) as a producing partner.

Projection during Licensed event with Dinner 

The title North is slightly misleading in that not all these films are from or about the idea of North literally or geographi-

cally. Rather, all the films shown in this program were culled from The Dawson City International Short Film Festival 

that took place in March 2018. This program is not meant to be an overview, but rather, a curated selection of films 

that focus on powerful stories spoken from the margins, smaller or less visible communities, and the realities lived and 

reflected there.

The films in this program present the cultures of 

landscape, indigenous histories and stories, and 

the idiosyncratic tales of inhabiting remote com-

munities. For his documentary, “End of the Ice 
Age” Peter Clarkson and his team travelled on the 

Inuvik Tuktoyaktuk Ice Road in its final season. The 

film shows the incredible landscape of the north 

while reflecting on the resiliency and innovation 

of the inhabitants who transformed ice into infra-

structure and used this path to connect people, 

events, and communities. Geographical and 

cultural landscapes are also intertwined in Mi-

chelle Latimer’s “Nuuca” which explores how the 

oil industry has changed the social and cultural landscapes of North Dakota and its people. The radical change the 

industry brought has particularly impacted indigenous women who, through their intimate and traditional connec-

tion to land, feel the violence of its rape on their own bodies, literally and metaphorically. 

The elaborate, carnal gathering of six women 

in Caroline Monnet’s “Creatura Dada” is a 

powerful response to violence. Their extrava-

gant indulgence and communion presents 

a daunting front that will not be thwarted 

or ignored. In keeping with stories of female 

empowerment, Lulu Keating’s documentary 

muses on her connection to a dance hall 

girl of the Klondike Gold Rush, and her own 

response to aging. Revelling in a body that 

lived fully she struggles with that same body 

betraying her, and yet, like most films in this program, the work is both about the past and how resilience teaches 

us to transform. Transformation is at the root of Terril Calder’s film “Keewaydah (Lets Go Home).” It is both a chill-

ing look at the physical reality of forced removal and 

the emotional scarring that it produced, and a force 

for change. “Keewaydah” focuses on the story of 

Chanie Wenjack, an Ojibwe First Nations boy who 

ran away from Residential School and died on route 

from hunger and exposure. Calder uses the moth as a 

metaphor for transformation and rebirth in a tale that 

ultimately returns power to the victimized.

North
Saturday, July 28, 2018, 8pm @ Durham Arena

Programmed by Corinna Ghaznavi



Programmer Bios
Dan Sokolowski’s meditation on landscape is centred on a pond, filmed over the course of a year in the Yukon. The 

focus on one small aspect of the northern landscape captures the nuances of the seasons and natural occurrenc-

es, highlighting a microcosm filled with beauty and quietude while the original soundtracks underscore the majesty 

of place and resilience of nature. The animations overlay the live action footage, introducing the element of posi-

tive cultural engagement and the drive to magnify the beauty of a natural environment.

Krista Davis’s “I Buck You Stack” also looks at the in-

tegration of the cultural and natural environment. Her 

experimental film is a creative and poetic reflection of 

shared learning, living in a landscape, and stories that 

connect women. Powerful women are at the centre of 

Karen Pinette Fontaine’s “Battles.” Caught in a group of 

young adults who lose themselves in the party, one figure 

recognizes the need to leave and seek a more positive 

alternative. Her quest is met with forces that transform 

her.

The need for an alternative, albeit it a wildly comical 

one, is also present in Peter Menzies and Jay Armitage’s 

“Dawg Gone Cold.” A humorous take on a tale of Daw-

son City, this film shows an eccentric handful of people 

seeking shelter from the frigid cold in a deep dark Yukon 

winter. 

Marty O’Brien’s “Camera Trap” is a story of traversing a 

challenging landscape, one that offers majestic vistas 

and daunting obstacles. His quest to capture the per-

fect image of the caribou migration is a story of artistic 

drive, the threat of extinction, and the landscape as 

threat and threatened. As we see Peter Mather struggle 

through his journey to arrive at the point of migration par-

allels emerge between his battle and the battle of the 

caribou to survive.

Binding all these stories together is resilience, transfor-

mation, the integral connection between people and 

land, culture and nature. The need to grapple with dif-

ficult \histories and challenging presents is shown. The 

will to overcome these, the strength in communities, and 

the drive to find and embrace a better future connect 

the tales told in these films. Tales told by voices from the 

North, from the remote, from the margins, that rise up 

and become the centre. 

North
Program continued

Adrian Kahgee, member of Saugeen First Nation, is Co-Artistic Director and Community Co-ordinator of the 
Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film and member of the Grey Zone Collective. She is a performance and media 
artist, as well as a secondary school teacher of visual arts, Aboriginal Studies, and Family Studies with the Blue-
water District School Board. Her work has been featured at the Reel World Film Festival, imagineNATIVE, FADO, 
ANDPVA and on CBC Radio.

Debbie Ebanks Schlums is a multidisciplinary artist, writer and Co-Artistic Director of the Fabulous Festival 
of Fringe Film. Born in Jamaica and raised in Canada, she has lived and worked in Jamaica, Canada, Switzer-
land and Germany. Her art practice explores themes of identity, migration, and persistent colonial/post-colo-
nial structures. She was a founding member of the Out of a War Zone and To Lemon Hill Collectives. Her work 
has been shown at various public art galleries and community events in Canada and the US. She is the recipi-
ent of various awards including the DAC Reed T. Cooper Bursary, the Ginny Kleker Award for Commitment to 
the Arts, two OAC Visual Arts Grants and an Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation Fellowship.

Corinna Ghaznavi is an independent curator and freelance writer. Since 1997 she has curated exhibi-
tions across Canada and in the Netherlands. Her writing has been published in Canadian and European art 
magazines as well as in numerous exhibition catalogues. In 2011 she completed her PhD, which focused on 
the question of the animal in contemporary art. Ghaznavi was the Artistic Director of the Fabulous Festival of 
Fringe Film between 2012 and 2015 and Public Art coordinator for the City of Markham between 2013 and 
2017. She has taught art history, theory, and curatorial practices at Georgian College, University of Western 
Ontario, Sheridan College and OCADU. Recent exhibitions include “Human Nature” at the Carleton Univer-
sity Art Gallery and University Art Galleries at the University of Saskatchewan, and “Writing Topography,” the 
Marion McCain Biannual of Contemporary Atlantic Canadian Art at the Beaverbrook Art . Ghaznavi lives and 
works in Grey County, Ontario

Rebeka Tabobondung is the Executive Editor of MUSKRAT Magazine; an on-line Indigenous literary arts and 
culture publication and the Founder and Director of the annual Gchi Dewin Indigenous Storytellers Festival 
based in Parry Sound, Ontario. Rebeka is also documentary filmmaker, writer, poet and community Indigenous 
knowledge researcher. Rebeka’s latest research and film work documents Indigenous birth knowledge from 
Wasauksing First Nation where she is also a member. 

without a name is an ever expanding and contracting, fluid and rhizomatic, multi-disciplinary, feminist struc-
ture. This iteration of without a name consists of the mother and son team, Elijah Lin and Jaclyn Quaresma 
(withoutaname.org). Elijah Lin is a school-aged artist. His work in both sculpture and painting is decidedly non-
figurative. When he is not in school he can be found deep in an adventure book, hanging out with his friends, 
making things or practicing a new art form. This will be his first time curating. Jaclyn Quaresma is an artist and 
curator. Her work in both fields explores the tension between the survival of the environment as we know it and 
our survival in the mediated environments we create for ourselves. Central to her environmental explorations is 
an interest in non-dominant, multigenerational structures of learning and sharing. Many of her exhibitions, such 
as for there are many stories here (Doris McCarthy Gallery at University of Toronto Scarborough), engage the 
traditional art audience along with children and youth directly in the design of the exhibition.  She is a recent 
graduate of the Masters of Visual Studies: Curatorial Program at the Daniels Faculty of Architecture, Land-
scape, and Design, University of Toronto. Her work has been exhibited at the Durham Art Gallery, Art Museum 
at the University of Toronto, Doris McCarthy Gallery at University of Toronto Scarborough, Images Festival, Peter 
MacKendrick Gallery, 47, Scotia Bank Nuit Blanche, Blackwood Gallery and Justina M. Barnicke Gallery. Jaclyn 
was once the co-director of the exhibition space 47 in Parkdale, Toronto.

Penny Couchie and Sid Bobb of Aanmitaagzi
Aanmitaagzi, Founded by Penny Couchie and Sid Bobb, is a professional Indigenous inter-arts company from 
Nipissing First Nation, Ontario, linked to provincial, national and international networks. Aanmitaagzi combines 
art making, education, professional development & social activism. We investigate and create contemporary 
arts in relationship to historic indigenous arts and worldview. Our activities incorporate the Indigenous legacy 
of intergene.

Clayton Windatt is a Métis multi-artist living and working in Sturgeon Falls, Ontario. Clayton holds a BA in 
Fine Art from Nipissing University and received Graphic Design certification from Canadore College. With an 
extensive history working in Communications, Artist-Run Culture and Community Arts, Clayton now works as 
Executive Director of the Aboriginal Curatorial Collective (ACC-CCA). Through ACC-CCA Clayton works with 
arts organizations on national and global issues relating to social justice and how to better engage the pub-
lic. Clayton maintains contracts with several colleges and universities and as a writer for various newspapers 
and magazines. Clayton is an active film director with works featured recently in festivals such as ImagineNa-
tive and the Toronto International Film Festival. Clayton works in/with community, design, communications, 
curation, performance, event coordination, technology, consulting, and is a very active writer, filmmaker and 
visual-media artist.

I BUCK YOU STACK
Krista Davis, 2017, experimental, Yukon, 7 min

BATTLES
Karen Pinette Fontaine, 2017, drama, QC, 3:42 min

DAWG GONE COLD
Peter Menzies, Jay Armitage, 2017, animation, Yukon, 4 min

CAMERA TRAP
Marty O’Brien, 2017, documentary, Yukon, 24 min

END OF THE ICE AGE
Peter Clarkson, 2017, documentary, NWT, 25 min

NUUCA
Michelle Latimer, 2017, documentary, ON, 12 min

CREATURE DADA
Caroline Monnet, 2016, experimental, QC, 4 min

SNAKE HIPS LULU
Lulu Keating, 2017, documentary, Yukon, 3:30 min

KEEWAYDAH (Lets Go Home)
Terril Calder, 2017, animation, ON, 9 min

POND
Dan Sokolowski, 2018, live action and animation, Yukon 5:30 min
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THANK YOU
Fabulous Funders

AND Private Donors

A special thank you to all of the filmmakers and artists who bring 
their insight into the public space to share with us.

Fabulous Presenting partners
AND
Wapikoni Mobile     
Bluewater District School Board    
CFMDC (Canadian Filmmakers 
Distribution Centre)

FIND US www.fabfilmfest.ca
www.facebook.com/fabfilmfest

www.instagram.com/fabfilmfest.ca
twitter.com/FabfilmfestCa

Contact Info:
call/text: Debbie @ 705-896-6800
email: fabfilmfest.ca@gmail.com

AND
Frame Discreet   Film Farm 

Fabulous Sponsoring Partners


